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Abstract

    This document describes the need for an email service provider
    to provie a feature to the email owner to log who and where has
    logged into his email by an email itself if possible.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on Oct 17,2015.
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1. Introduction

    To enforce standards for email providers to provide an audit or
    email logging feature. So i own pradeepan88@hotmail.com, i should
    be able to configure that whenever pradeepan88@hotmail.com is logged
    in an email should be generated and send to the same email or some
    other email.

2. Background
        I have no clue who logs into my emails and this disturbs me.
        I should know from which IP's my email was logged into.
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3. General Information of the service
        I should be able to go to security settings of my email and
        provide an email where audit of logins to my email are send.
        It can be send once every ten or hundred logins.

        (Its a shame that these are not implemented a group trying to
        murder me or make me a disabled and preventing me from leading
        my life in California. Anyone can own this and use their
        resources to implement these, they can just email me. As i am writing
        this out of my own requirement, i demand my personal wealth not
        used to maintain ietf.org or to send emails. Its my impression
        that they are self sufficient. I would work on these when i have
        my money in my bank at my speed)
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